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Abstract. Reducing aerodynamic drag of heavy trucks is crucially important for the reduction of fuel consumption and hence 
results in less air pollution. One way to reduce the aerodynamic drag is the deployment of drag reduction devices at the rear of 
trucks and this paper describes a numerical study of flow over a bluff body with rear drag devices using the Reynolds-Averaged-
Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach to investigate the drag reduction mechanisms and also to assess accuracy of the RANS approach 
for this kind of flow. Four cases, a baseline case without any drag reduction devices and three cases with different drag reduction 
devices, have been studied and the predicted mean and turbulent quantities agree well with the experimental data. Drag reduc-
tion varies hugely from a few percent in one case to more than 40% in another case and detailed analysis of flow fields has been 
carried out to understand such a difference and to elucidate the drag reduction mechanism, which ultimately can lead to better 
design of future drag reduction devices. 

Keywords: Aerodynamic drag, Bluff body, Drag reduction devices, Heavy vehicles. 

1. Introduction 

The aerodynamic performance of heavy vehicles is poor compared against other ground vehicles due to their un-streamlined 
body shapes subject to design constraints [1]. Heavy trucks usually have a boxy shape with many sharp edges, leading to massive 
flow separation and higher aerodynamic drag (mainly due to pressure difference in the front and at the back).     

Aerodynamic drag reduction is one of the major concerns of heavy truck design since it is directly related to fuel consumption 
with approximately 4% fuel savings by a 20% aerodynamic drag reduction at an operating speed of 105 km/h for a tractor-trailer 
weighing 36 tons [2]. One main contribution to aerodynamic drag of a heavy truck is due to its square-back geometry which caus-
es massive flow separation, resulting in pressure recovery losses. It is estimated that for a heavy vehicle, 25% of the total aerody-
namic drag comes from the rear-end of the body. Hence altering the wake flow characteristics may result in aerodynamics drag 
reduction and extensive work in this area has been carried out using a simple ground vehicle called the ‘Ahmed body’ [3, 4] which 
has a similar square-back geometry with the 0o slant angle configuration. There have been many drag reduction techniques inves-
tigated such as splitter plates [5], flaps [6, 7], boundary layer streaks [8], porous devices [9], and pulsed jets [10].  

Drag reduction devices can be broadly classified into two categories: i) active devices - devices that utilize external energy to 
change flow characteristic and usually involves a control system, ii) passive devices - add-on devices, involving no energy ex-
penditure, to alter flow geometry which lead to different flow characteristic. Generally speaking, it is easier and cost effective to 
implement passive devices and one of the simple and yet very efficient passive drag reduction technique is the use of a boat-tail 
configuration [11 - 15]. A boat-tail is a plate or flap attached to the trailing edge of a bluff body and the wake flow can be regulated 
by changing the boat-tail angle and length etc., resulting in enhanced pressure recovery in the near wake and reduction of the 
recirculating region (a boat-tail could be extended all the way to form a full tail, ending in a point to avoid flow separation com-
pletely but this is not practical and never adopted in any real applications). Hence the modified flow due to boat tails increases 
the pressure at the rear-end, leading to the aerodynamic drag reduction. 

An earlier study by Wong and Mair [11] clearly demonstrated that drag reduction was very limited with boat-tailing only on 
two opposite sides whereas significant drag reduction could be achieved with boat-tailing on all four sides. To investigate the ef-
fects of the flaps individually and in different combinations on the four sides of the square back of a bluff body to form a boat-tail, 
Kowata et al. [16] applied a range of flaps to the bluff body with a small underbody diffuser at the rear. The flaps were all 20mm in 
length and the diffuser was slanted between 0° and 12°. The configurations included adding a flap only at the top, flaps to the top 
and two sides and a flap to the four sides of the baseline model thereby creating a cavity. The flaps and diffuser increased the 
pressure values by diminishing the velocity deficit region in wake, shortened the length of the wake. The flaps caused a drag re-
duction for every configuration and the best result recorded was a drag reduction of 29% with a 3° slant angle with a cavity. This is 
consistent with previous studies [17, 18] that a configuration with cavity is effective in drag reduction. Abikan et al. [19] carried 
out a numerical study of a few simple boat-tail drag reduction devices using the RANS approach and demonstrated that a boat-
tail device with a cavity was very effective, which could reduce the drag by 41%.   
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Khalighi et al. [14] carried out detailed experimental studies on boat-tail devices with and without cavity. Five configurations, 
three with cavity and two without cavity at two boat-tail slant angles, were tested. It was demonstrated that both cavity and boat-
tail slant angle are very important parameters and their results showed that among all the cases tested the maximum drag re-
duction, 48%, was achieved in a configuration with cavity at a boat-tail slant angle of 9°.  

It is evident from the previous studies that drag reduction varies hugely depending on the configuration of boat-tail devices: 
slant angle, length, shape, with or without cavity and so on. It is not clear how to configure or design a boat-tail device which will 
result in maximum drag reduction as the underlying drag reduction mechanism is not fully understood. Furthermore, it is not 
feasible to carry out optimization study experimentally as it would be hugely expensive and takes a long time. In terms of optimi-
zation study by numerical tools, among the three major approaches (large-eddy simulation, direct numerical simulation and 
RANS) for simulating turbulent flows the only numerical approach suitable for the optimization study currently is the RANS ap-
proach as other two approaches are computationally too expensive with the available current computing hardware. Hence, the 
two main objectives of the present work are: i). Assessment of the accuracy of the RANS approach for predicting such complicat-
ed, unsteady turbulent flow over a bluff body with a square back in the presence of three different boat-tail configurations; ii). To 
improve our current understanding of the drag reduction mechanism through detailed analysis of the wake flow structures in 
those flow cases.  

This paper is structured as follows; section 2 describes the mathematical model and details of numerical setup. Numerical re-
sults validation and analysis are presented in section 3 and further analysis/discussion is given in section 4. The concluding re-
marks are presented in section 5. 

2. Governing Equations and Computational Details  

2.1 Governing equations 

The governing equations, called Navier-Stokes equations, are based on fundamental conservation laws for mass and momen-
tum. For turbulent flow, those equations are three dimensional and time-dependent, and in the current study, the Reynolds-
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach for computing turbulent flow is employed. Under the RANS approach the governing 
equations are time-averaged leading to more extra terms called Reynolds stresses which need to be approximated by a turbulence 
model. 

In the current study the flow is treated as isothermal and incompressible since there is no heat transfer involved and the air 
velocity is very low. The RANS equations for incompressible flow are fairly standard [20 - 22] and will be presented here very brief-
ly. 

Continuity equation: 
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The last term on the right hand of equation (2) is the Reynolds stress term and a turbulence model is needed to model it. 
There have been many turbulence models developed so far but there is no evidence suggesting which model is the best as their 
performances vary depending on the flow situations. Hence in the current study a few widely used and highly rated turbulence 
models, the realizable k-, the SST k- and a Reynolds Stress Transport (RST) turbulence models have been employed and their 
performances have been assessed. For the RST model several terms in the transport equations for Reynolds stresses need to be 
modeled and the turbulent diffusive term is modeled based on the generalized gradient diffusion model of Daly and Harlow [23]. 
The pressure-strain term is modeled by a linear model proposed by Gibson and Launder [24]. 

The governing equations are solved numerically using a finite volume method. A pressure-based approach is selected since 
the flow is treated as incompressible. The computer code used is STAR CCM+ and the second-order upwind scheme is employed 
for spatial discretization. 

2.2 Computational Details 

The computational set-up is based on the experiment conducted by Khalighi et al. [14] with a 1/3 scale square back ‘Ahmed 
body’ as the baseline model which is shown in Figure 1. The dimensions of the model are 360 x 100 x 140mm (length x height x 
width). The Reynolds number is 0.6 x 106 based on the model length and inlet velocity. 

Figures 2 and 3 show 2D side/back views of the computational domain of 2170 x 610 x 610mm (streamwise x vertical x 
spanwise) with an upstream length (x1) of 390mm and a downstream length (x2) of 1420mm. The ground clearance (c) is 20mm. 

The drag reduction devices are attached to the square back of the baseline model as shown in Fig. 4. The length of all the de-
vices is half of the model height (50mm) and the following three cases have been simulated in the present study: 

 Case 1 – Four plates are extended on the back of the baseline model to form a cavity as shown in Fig. 4(a). 
 Case 2 – Similar to case 1 but plates are extended with an angle of  = 90 to form a boat-tail cavity as shown in Fig. 4(b).  

is the outside angle of the boat-tail plates with respect to the baseline model. 
 Case 3 – Similar to case 2 but the boat-tail end is closed as shown in Fig. 4(c). 

A constant velocity of 30m/s is applied at the inlet, matching the experimental value, and a pressure outlet boundary condi-
tion is employed at the outlet. A no-slip wall boundary condition is used at all other boundaries as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Tur-
bulence intensity was very low in the experiment (< 0.3%) and hence in the present study inlet turbulence intensity is specified as 
0.2%, and a turbulent length scale of about 7% of the inlet computational domain height is specified. When the RSM is used all 
normal stresses are assumed the same and equal to two-third of the inlet turbulent kinetic energy while all shear stresses are 
assumed to be zero. 
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Fig. 1. Baseline model geometry [14] 

 

Fig. 2. Computational domain – side view. 

 

Fig. 3. Computational domain – back view. 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 4. Schematics of the drag reduction devices, (a) Case 1 – baseline with cavity, (b) Case 2 – boat-tail with cavity, (c) Case 3 – boat-tail without cavi-
ty. 
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Fig. 5. Profiles of normal Reynolds stress in the streamwise direction at 
a downstream distance of 1.5H from the back plate of the baseline mod-

el. 

Fig. 6. Streamwise velocity profiles at a downstream distance of 1.5H 

from the back plate of the baseline model. 

In numerical simulations, mesh independence tests are important to minimise the numerical errors without wasting compu-
tational resources. A mesh independence study has been carried out with three mesh resolutions: a coarse mesh with 500K cells, 
a medium-mesh with 1M cells and a fine mesh with 2M cells. Generally speaking, turbulence quantities are more sensitive to 
mesh resolutions and hence normal Reynolds stress in the streamwise direction is used to assess if a grid-independent solution 
has been achieved. Figure 5 shows the predicted normalised profiles of the streamwise Reynolds stress along a vertical line in the 
middle of spanwise domain length (z=0) at a downstream streamwise location of 1.5H from the back plate of the baseline model. 
It can be seen that there are some discrepancies between the coarse mesh results and the results obtained using the medi-
um/fine meshes, especially the peak values. The results obtained using the medium mesh and the fine mesh are almost identical 
apart from very small discrepancies between the peak values. Furthermore, the grid dependence of drag coefficient values have 
also been checked and the drag coefficient predicted using the medium/fine meshes are more or less the same with only 1% dif-
ference, and the drag coefficient predicted using the coarse mesh is only 5% different from that predicted by the medium mesh. 
Hence there is no need to refine the mesh any further and the fine mesh (2M cells) has been used for the current study with the 
nearest wall cell y+ is about 1 to avoid using a wall function.  

Three turbulence models have been tested and Fig. 6 shows the streamwise velocity profiles along a vertical line in the middle 
of spanwise domain length (z=0) at a downstream streamwise location of 1.5H from the back plate of the baseline model. It can be 
seen that a reasonably good agreement has been obtained between the predictions by all three turbulence models and the exper-
imental data. Nevertheless, the prediction by the RSM model is closer to the experimental data [14], especially the near wall peak 
value is most accurately captured while both the realizable k- and the SST k- models over-predict the peak value by more than 
17%. Other predicted quantities show similar trends and overall the RSM performs best so that it has been used for the rest of this 
study. 

3. Results and Analysis 

3.1 Drag Coefficient  

The predicted and experimental drag coefficients (Cd) are given in Table 1 below. This is the total drag coefficient including 
both the pressure drag and the skin friction drag although the main contribution is from the pressure drag due to the bluff body 
geometry.  

There is a reasonably good agreement between the predicted (0.278) and measured (0.254) drag coefficients for the baseline 
model with about 8.6% over-prediction. The predicted results show a 6.1% drag reduction for case 1 compared against a 7.1% drag 
reduction from the experiment. For case 2 a 38.5% drag reduction is predicted while the experimental data show a 41% drag re-
duction, and for case 3 the predicted drag reduction is 35.3% which is close to the measured drag reduction of 38.6%. The experi-
mental data show that the drag coefficients reduce for all three cases when the drag reduction devices are deployed and the pre-
dictions capture not only the same trend but also agree quite well in terms of the amount of drag reduction, demonstrating that 
the RANS approach with the RSM can produce accurate predictions, at least in terms of the overall drag. In addition, it is clear 
that the most effective drag reduction device among those three is the boat-tail with cavity (case 2) while the least effective drag 
reduction device is baseline with cavity (case 1). 

3.2 Flow Field in the Near Wake Region 

A distinct flow feature in the wake of a bluff body is the massive flow separation, resulting in pressure recovery losses and all 
drag reduction devices are trying to alter the wake flow characteristics. It has been demonstrated above that the three drag reduc-
tion devices deployed in the current study are indeed capable of reducing the drag, especially for case 2 that significant drag re-
duction has been achieved. This section will present a qualitative comparison of the predicted wake flow fields against the exper-
imental results and shows how the wake flow characteristics are altered when the drag reduction devices are deployed. 

Figure 7 shows the predicted and measured wake streamlines for the baseline model on the vertical centerline plane. It can be 
seen that massive flow separation occurs behind the body, leading to the formation of two distinct large vortices in the wake. The 
figure shows that the predictions capture reasonably well the general features of those two vortices, especially the predicted top 
vortex being very similar to the measured top one. However, the measured two vortices are similar in size while the predicted 
bottom vortex is slightly smaller than the top one.  
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Table 1. Cd comparison between predictions & experiments [14] 

 Predictions Measurements Predicted drag reduction Measured drag reduction 

Baseline model 0.278 0.254   

Case 1 – baseline with cavity 0.261 0.236 6.1% 7.1% 

Case 2 – boat-tail with cavity 0.171 0.15 38.5% 41% 

Case 3 – boat-tail without cavity 0.18 0.156 35.3% 38.6% 
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Fig. 7. Wake streamlines showing two large vortices for the baseline model: left – experiment [14], right - prediction. 
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Fig. 8. Wake streamlines showing two large vortices for case 1: left – experiment [14], right - prediction. 
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Fig. 9. Wake streamlines showing two large vortices for case 2: left – experiment [14], right – prediction. 
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Fig. 10. Wake streamlines showing two large vortices for case 3: left – experiment [14], right - prediction. 
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A slightly better agreement  between the predicted two vortices and the measurements on the vertical centreline plane has 
been obtained for case 1 ( baseline with cavity) as shown in Fig. 8. General features of those two vortices are well captured by the 
predictions with similar vortex size and  location for both top  and bottom vortices. The general wake flow characteristics for case 
1 is similar to that of the baseline model and hence the wake pressure fields would be similar. This is why only a few percentage 
of drag reduction is achieved for case 1. 

A good agreement between the predicted two vortices and the  measurements on the vertical centreline plane has been 
obtained for case 2 ( baot-tail with cavity) as shown in Fig. 9. The general feature of the predicted vortices are similar to those of 
the measured ones although the predicted length of circulation region is larger than the measured one. 

For case 3 (boat-tail without cavity), similar to case 2, the length of recirculation region on the vertical centerline plane is 
slightly over-predicted as shown in Fig. 10 and the predicted top vortex is smaller compared against the measured top one in 
terms of both vortex height. It can be seen that for cases 2 and 3 the wake flow features are quite different from that of the base-
line model (reduced circulation regions and smaller vortices), leading to quite different wake pressure fields and hence resulting 
in higher percentages of drag reduction. 

3.3 Velocity and Reynolds Stress Profiles 

All the profiles presented below are plotted along a vertical line in the middle of spanwise domain length (z=0) at a down-
stream streamwise location of 1.5H from the back plate of the baseline mode. 

Figure 11 shows the comparison between the predicted normalised mean axial velocity profiles and the measured ones [14] 
for the four cases. It is evident that a good agreement, both in terms of profile shape and magnitude has been obtained between 
the predictions and the experimental data for all cases, especially for case 2 with a very good agreement. For other three cases, a 
slightly stronger reverse flow is predicted. It is also observable that the recirculation region length (axial direction) and width (ver-
tical direction) are different for different cases (there are no reverse flows for cases 2 and 3 at this streamwise location but for 
case 1 and the baseline mode reverse flows are still present), leading to different pressure force on the back plate and result in 
different drag forces. Furthermore, the velocity profile for case 1 is not that different from that of the baseline model which indi-
cates that the gross near wake flow fields are similar as can be confirmed from Figures 7 and 8. Therefore the pressure fields 
would not be too different, resulting in only a few percentage drag reduction for case 1 as discussed previously. While for cases 2 
and 3 velocity profiles are quite different from that of the baseline model, indicating that near wake flow fields have been signifi-
cantly altered as shown in Figures 9 and 10, resulting in a larger percentage of drag reduction. Furthermore, the velocity profiles 
and wake flow fields for cases 2 and 3 are quite similar, and hence the percentage of drag reduction for those two cases are close 
to each other as shown in Table 1.  

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 11. Normalized mean axial velocity profiles: a) Baseline, b) Case 1, c) Case 2, d) Case 3. 
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(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 12. Normalized u’2 profiles: a) Baseline, b) Case 1, c) Case 2, d) Case 3. 

Figure 12 shows the predicted normalised Reynolds stress u’2 profiles and the experimental data [14] in the axial direction. It 
can be seen from the experimental data that there are two distinct peaks for all cases, which are well captured by the predictions 
although the lower peak values are over-predicted for the baseline model and case 1. The higher peak value for case 3 is also over-
predicted. Nevertheless, the overall agreement between the predictions and the experimental data is quite good, especially for 
case 2 with a very good agreement. It can also be seen that for cases 2 and 3 turbulent kinetic energy is significantly reduced, 
which contributes partly to a higher percentage of drag reduction for those two cases since turbulent kinetic energy is eventually 
dissipated (lost).  

Similarly, an overall good agreement between the predicted shear stress and the experimental data [14] is obtained for all cas-
es as shown in Fig. 13. Again, for cases 2 and 3 the shear stress is much lower than that of case 1, suggesting that the flow is much 
less turbulent which partly contributes to a higher percentage of reduction as mentioned above. 
 

4. Further Discussion 

For a bluff body, the drag is generated mainly due to the pressure difference between the front (high pressure) and the back 
(low pressure). The drag will be reduced if the pressure on the back can be increased by altering the wake flow characteristics and 
this is the main mechanism of the drag reduction devices used in the current study. Further analysis of the pressure fields is pre-
sented below to elucidate why a higher percentage of drag reduction can be achieved for cases 2 and 3 while for case 1 only a few 
percentage is obtained. The drag reduction devices are deployed only at the rear and hence the discussion will be on the pressure 
field at the back of the body (near wake region) since the pressure in front of the body should be the same. 

Figure 14 shows contours of pressure coefficient on a horizontal plane at y = 80mm and it can be seen that the pressure dis-
tribution for case 1 is similar to that for the baseline model, with a slightly larger low-pressure region due to an increased recircu-
lation region. The pressure coefficient at the back plate is about -0.20 for the baseline model and about -0.19 for case 1, leading to 
only a few percent of drag reduction as shown in Table 1. However, for cases 2 and 3 the pressure distributions are quite different 
from that of the baseline model with a more or less uniform pressure in the near wake region, and the pressure coefficient values 
increase to about zero at the back plate (higher pressure compared against case 1) due to a smaller recirculation region (weaker 
vortices), leading to significant drag reduction. Furthermore the pressure distribution and the pressure coefficient values are very 
similar for cases 2 and 3, indicating that more or less the same drag reduction would the achieved for cases 2 and 3. This is con-
sistent with the results presented in Table 1 that there is only a small percentage of difference in drag reduction for cases 2 and 3 
(3.2% according to prediction and 2.4% according to experimental data).  
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(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 13. Normalized u’v’ profiles: a) Baseline, b) Case 1, c) Case 2, d) Case 3. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

 

Fig. 14. Pressure distribution at a horizontal plane: a) Baseline, b) Case 1, c) Case 2, d) Case 3. 

Contours of pressure coefficient on a vertical plane at z = 0 is presented in Fig. 15 and it can be seen that the pressure coeffi-
cient values at the back plate are similar to those shown in Fig. 14. The pressure coefficient at the back plate is about -0.2 for the 
baseline model and for case 1 the value is slightly larger, leading to only a few percent of drag reduction as discussed above. For 
cases 2 and 3 the pressure coefficients increase to about zero at the back plate, leading to much higher percentage of drag reduc-
tion as mentioned above. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

 

Fig. 15. Pressure distribution at a vertical l plane: a) Baseline, b) Case 1, c) Case 2, d) Case 3. 

5. Conclusions 

A numerical study of the flow around a bluff body with drag reduction devices has been carried out using the RANS approach 
with three turbulence models. The numerical results have been validated against experimental data and further analysis of the 
flow fields have been performed to elucidate the drag reduction mechanisms by those devices. The following conclusions can be 
drawn from the current study.    
 Among the three turbulence models tested the RST model has the best performance and the numerical results agree well 

with the experimental data in terms of both global parameters such as drag coefficient and local parameters (velocity and 
Reynolds stress profiles), suggesting that the RANS approach with the RST model used is a valid and reasonably accurate 
numerical tool to study this kind of flow, especially suitable for optimization studies when large number of cases need to be 
tested since the RANS approach is much more computational efficient compared with other approaches. 

 Among the three drag reduction devices studies, both the numerical predictions and experimental data show that the larg-
est drag reduction is obtained by deploying the boat-tail with cavity device (case 2) and the baseline model with cavity (case 
1) produces the least drag reduction. The performance of the boat-tail without cavity (case 3) is very similar to that of case 2, 
suggesting that cavity is not an important factor while the extension shape is crucial.  

 The main reason for the major drag reduction in cases 2 and 3 is because the back plate pressure has been increased signifi-
cantly due to smaller recirculation region and weaker vortices. Hence an effective drag reduction device should try to min-
imize the recirculation region and reduce vortex strength in wake region. Ideally the recirculation region could be get rid of 
completely by extending the boat tail to a point but this cannot be usually achieved practically.  
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